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Courtesy of Tom Scarrella 

 
1) It’s a sign of being filled with Holy Spirit. Why? That's the way that God set it up in the 
beginning    
2) It’s a Spirit language and the greatest gift the Holy Spirit can give us 
3) Builds our faith (doesn’t give us faith but builds it) and keeps us in love   
4) It’s for your spiritual edification     
5) Raises your spiritual antennas to hear from God 
6) Keeps us praying in God’s will 
7) Brings rest and refreshing      
8) Keeps your natural tongue under subjection to the Spirit  
9) We are new race of people, under a new covenant and have our own language, it’s a 
reversal of the Tower of Babel   
10) Our natural mind shuts down or quiets thus opens us to hear from God so every 
time your emotions are running high pray in the spirit and your emotions will all of the 
sudden  
calms down because it shuts down your natural mind  
11) Triggers other gifts of the Spirit  
12) We pray divine mysteries and secrets and are praying the perfect will of God   
13) Makes us sensitive to being led by the Spirit  
14) Allows us to interpret our tongues thus equal to prophecy  
15) kick-starts your spiritual life, praying in the spirit is your spiritual training wheels   
16)t he more you speak in tongues the easier words of knowledge are triggered   
17) Is a sign to the unbeliever  
18) Causes us not to grieve Holy Spirit 
19) When you don't know how to pray, you pray in the spirit  
20) doctors have proven physiologically with MRIs and everything that 30 minutes of 
praying in tongues activates a part of your brain that's totally unused and what it does is 
it washes the other areas of the brain that have been damaged, it’s a medical fact 
praying in tongues is healing. 
 


